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 *Ho Chi Minh is a large city in southern Vietnam  
   and was once the capital city of Vietnam.  

Dad said, “Hue, this is Roc, a water buffalo. 
He will be helping me with the farm. 
I named him Roc after my motor bike.” 
  
Why did Dad name this monster 
after the beautiful motor cycle 
that crashed into a bus in *Ho Chi Minh? 
The loss of Roc the motor cycle 
was the reason why we left the city. 
A clumsy water buffalo  
didn’t deserve to be called Roc.



The climate in Vietnam is warm and 
the land is fertile. The conditions are 
ideal for growing rice. In Vietnam,  
there are three crops of rice a year.  

Mom bowed her head and said, “Hue! 
You should greet your ancestors.” 
  
I followed her and prayed as she did. 
    
Dad started working with Roc 
next to the rice fields being harvested. 
Roc walked slowly up and down, 
dragging the plough behind him 
and turning up the earth. 
He wasn’t fast like Roc the bike, 
but he seemed very strong. 
 

Mom took me to the end of the village 
to show me where we’d be farming. 
I saw some old gravestones sticking up 
here and there in the ground.



*Rice seeds are sown in a seedbed and then, as young plants,  
   are transplanted to the prepared rice field.  
**Non is a traditional Vietnamese hat worn for protection from the sun.  

On the first *rice transplant day, 
Dad gave me an important duty. 
I waved my conical **Non hat 
and shouted, “One, two, three.” 
Then everyone would stand in line 
and plants rice, one, two, three. 
The village people helped to plant. 
We all felt tired that night.



There must be sufficient water in the fields for the rice 
plants to grow. Weeds must also be pulled out.

The work didn’t stop with planting. 
We made a path from the river  
to bring water to the plants. 
We had heavy bags of a fertilizer 
that had to be spread over the field, 
and we pulled out weeds every day. 
Our rice plants grew and grew. 
        
Now I understood why Dad 
was so proud of his work. 
Maybe I would be a farmer, too.



 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
 

Soon our fields turned golden  
like the rays of the sun. 
“We can harvest the rice next week,” 
said Dad. “We need to do that 
before the rainy season comes.” 
Then he turned to me and said, 
“Hue, you must take care of Roc. 
Feed him well so he will be strong  
to help with the harvest.”

Roc stared at me with his black eyes. 
“Okay,” I said in a small voice. 













Land near the Mekong River is fertile and ideal for rice cultivation thanks 
to rich top soil swept in by heavy rainfall. The people of Vietnam have always 
grown rice. Today Vietnam remains famous for the quality of its rice.

It took three days  
for the Mekong waters to subside. 
The rice crops had all disappeared 
with the strength of that raging flood. 
Dad said to me, “Don’t cry, Hue. 
If there had not been those floods, 
these rice fields would not exist. 
The soil brought down by the river 
creates rich fields for our crops 
and makes the whole valley fertile. 
Let’s plant our rice again.” 







ABOUT THE STORY ABOUT THE COUNTRY

The Gift of Agriculture VIETNAM: Hue’s Homeland

Climate Variations

The Economy of Vietnam

The Mekong DeltaLet’s Think

Hello Boys and Girls, 
   
My name is Hue and I live in a village in Vietnam. 
I used to live in a large city called Ho Chi Minh, 
and at first I didn’t like village life. 
Everything was less convenient than the city and farming seemed 
very unfamiliar. I really didn’t like Roc the water buffalo. 
His name was the same as the motorcycle my father rode  
to work in the city. But one day Roc saved me from a flood, 
and now he and I are best friends. Our rice fields were especially  
good this year, thanks to the mud from the Mekong River. 
Do you want to know what my dream is? 
My dream is to become and expert farmer. 
    
Sincerely,  
Hue

How did agriculture develop in your country? 
How do you start a rice farm? 
What are the different methods of rice farming 
in different countries? 

Why is the agricultural industry important  
and why must it be protected?

The land is long and narrow and divided into 3 regions: North, Central 
and South Vietnam. The territory consists of mountains and hills  
surrounded by rivers and plains.

The climate varies considerably from place to place, largely due to the 
country’s long shape. South Vietnam is hot all year long and has both  
wet and dry seasons. North Vietnam is comparatively cold with  
temperatures dropping drastically between the months of November  
and April. People wear winter coats during this time. Typhoons are  
a regular occurrence between July and November in Central Vietnam.Area: 332,501 km2 

Capital: Hanoi 
Major Language: Vietnamese

The remote mountainous regions of Vietnam are rich in underground 
resources, and much oil buried under its sea. But agriculture remains  
he main industry of the economy. More than half of the country’s  
farmland is reserved for rice farming.

The Mekong River is the largest and longest river in South East Asia. It flows  
from Tibet through China, Laos, Cambodia and the southern region of Vietnam  
where it divides into 8 smaller rivers. Heavy rainfall during the wet season  
sweeps in mud, making the downstream area very fertile. The Mekong Delta  
which lies downstream, has become famous for quality rice production.

Rice fields in Vietnam



ABOUT THE ECONOMY ABOUT THE ECONOMY

Agricultural History of South Korea

Farming and Climate

All about Rice Farming

Why We Must Promote and Protect Agricultural Activities

Special Crops of South Korea

Let’s Talk

The history of agricultural farming goes back to the Stone Age. A few Stone  
Age farming tools were found, including the stone plough to prepare fields,  
a stone tool used to thresh and separate ears of grain and a stone mortar  
and pestle used to grind grain. Farming increased during the Koryeo and  
Joseon Periods with the invention of metal farming tools. During the Joseon 
Period, there was a recorded compilation of farming methods appropriate  
to the local land and climate of Korea. This played a significant role in the  
development of agriculture in Korea.

Farming is highly dependent on climate. The land must be fertile and the 
water supply needs to be abundant. Such conditions depend on climate. 
Severe drought dehydrates the land and heavy rainfall causes flooding.  
Farming is always vulnerable to natural disasters.

First, the rice seeds are sown in a seedbed. Next is the process of rice  
transplanting, where the young plants are relocated to a rice field. Then  
they are tended with regular weeding and fertilizer to aid growth. Once  
the crop of seeds is mature, the rice is harvested. Bundles of rice plants  
are threshed to separate the ears of grain from the straw. Last, the  
separated grains are polished and ready for consumption. Rice is  
transplanted and cultivated in many regions in South East Asia marked  
by heavy rainfall and high temperatures. 

The situation of agriculture and farming on South Korea, raises concern  
for many today. The price for locally cultivated goods continues to fall  
as more affordable foreign goods are imported. As a result, many farmers  
are forced to walk away from their farmland. What would happen if all  
agriculture came to a halt in the country? If we lose self-sufficiency, and  
become unable to produce the goods we consume, our country would  
become dependent on foreign imports. People cannot survive without food. 
No matter the circumstance, we must be self-sufficient in producing  
foodstuffs, but in order to reach self-sufficiency, we must increase our  
intake of locally cultivated goods. 

The type of crops cultivated in South Korea, varies from region to region, according to climate and soil conditions.  
Rainfall is regular and temperatures warm in Hadong, making it suitable for tea plant cultivation. Hadong is well known 
for its green tea. Daegu City is hot and humid and is famous for sweet apples. Geumsan and Punggi are known  
for their ginseng, Jeju Island for its mandarin oranges and Icheon for its rice paddies.

Let’s talk about farming in our country. 
1. Describe in detail the step by step process of rice farming. 
2. What farm produce was in your breakfast this morning? 
     Which of these was cultivated locally? 
3: How can I help promote and protect local farm produce? 
4. What is the difference between local and imported farm produce?

Grinding tool of the Stone Age

Harvest time in the fields

Daegu apples






